No.:2015/M(N)/951/66

New Delhi, dated: 03.11.2015

The Chief Mechanical Engineers
All Indian Railways

Sub: Moisture control in Stationary Compressors

The position of stationary compressors collected from Railways recently indicate that a number of them are not equipped with moisture control devices. Stationary Compressors being used over Indian Railways for wagon maintenance/testing activities need to have provision of an equipment for moisture separation/moisture trapping/air drier to ensure that moisture ingress doesn’t take place in brake system of wagons.

It is, therefore, requested that Railways may ensure the availability of equipment for moisture separation/moisture trapping/air drier in stationary compressors used by them for wagon maintenance / testing activities by 31.12.2015 under advice to this office.

(Anirudh Kumar)
Dir. Mech. Engg. (Frts.)
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